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*REVISED Parking Violation and Enforcement Policy
March 28, 2014
Dear Cactus Park Estates Residents,
The Board of Directors has reviewed the impact that the Parking Violation and Enforcement Policy has
had in the community since its effective date in October 2013. While there has been a significant
decrease in the number of vehicles parking on the street, there are still a few problem areas that require
further enforcement. Based on their review, the Board unanimously adopted the following REVISED
PARKING VIOLATION AND ENFORCEMENT POLICY at the February 20, 2014 Open Board Meeting.
The REVISED Policy is effective April 1, 2014.
Please make sure that all residents in your household & frequent guests, who may park a vehicle within
the Cactus Park Estates boundaries, are familiar with the rules and enforcement identified in the Policy.
These are the noteworthy changes that you need to be aware of:
x “habitually parked on” is now defined as any vehicle associated with a single Lot parked on the
street in excess of 2 occurrences in a 5 day period or 4 occurrences in a 30 day period.
x The time frame of the fine schedule has been shortened (page 3 of the policy).
Arizona Parking Solutions is continuing to conduct the parking inspections twice per week. In addition to
the parking inspections, if you notice a parking violation you may report it to Preferred Communities.
To report a parking violation you may send an email to korin@gothoa.com or file an online report at
http://www.gothoa.com/violation.php.
When reporting a parking violation, the violation must:
1. be filed in writing,
2. include the address of where the violation occurred,
3. include the description & license plate of the vehicle in violation, and
4. include the name & address of the person reporting the violation
If any resident has an issue with this Parking Violation and Enforcement Policy, the Board invites you to
attend a Board Meeting to discuss the policy. The Board of Directors has the obligation to enforce the
Governing Documents as written, as long as they do not conflict with AZ State Law. Per the Arizona
State Legislatures in 2013, existing Homeowners Associations (formed prior to 2014) have the right to
enforce parking restrictions on public streets within the community boundaries.
The Board of Directors thanks you in advance for parking your vehicles appropriately and helping to
make the streets in Cactus Park Estates safer! If you have questions regarding this notice, please
contact Preferred Communities at (480) 649-2017 or by email at info@gothoa.com.
Sincerely,
Preferred Communities
On Behalf Of the Cactus Park Estates Board of Directors

